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Abstract. In this work, we present an approach for the efficient treatment of parametrized geometries in
the context of POD-Galerkin reduced order methods based on Finite Volume full order approximations.
On the contrary to what is normally done in the framework of finite element reduced order methods,
different geometries are not mapped to a common reference domain: the method relies on basis functions
defined on an average deformed configuration and makes use of the Discrete Empirical Interpolation
Method (D-EIM) to handle together non-affinity of the parametrization and non-linearities. In the first
numerical example, different mesh motion strategies, based on a Laplacian smoothing technique and on
a Radial Basis Function approach, are analyzed and compared on a heat transfer problem. Particular
attention is devoted to the role of the non-orthogonal correction. In the second numerical example the
methodology is tested on a geometrically parametrized incompressible Navier–Stokes problem. In this
case, the reduced order model is constructed following the same segregated approach used at the full
order level.
1. Introduction and Motivation
In several cases there is the need to repeatedly solve Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) on different
parametric domains. Such situations occur for example in the case of geometric design optimization where
different parametric domains are in need of being tested in order to determine the configuration which is
maximizing or minimizing a certain quantity of interest.
Finite Volume (FV) approximations, due to the fact that they enforce conservation at local level, are
particularly suited to be employed for the discretization of systems of Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
generated by conservation laws. Conservation laws model a large range of different physical problems such
as fluid dynamics, heat transfer, solid mechanics, etc. In particular, the FV method is particularly used
and convenient to model hyperbolic conservation laws that are common in fluid dynamics problems.
For this reason, the finite volume method is widespread in many different engineering fields such as
mechanical, aerospace, civil, nuclear, . . . and non-engineering ones such as meteorology, environmental
marine sciences, medicine, etc. As also for other full order discretization techniques (Finite Elements,
Finite Differences, Spectral Elements) in several cases (e.g. uncertainty quantification, inverse problems,
optimization, real-time control, etc) the numerical simulation of the governing equations using standard
techniques, becomes not affordable. This fact is particularly evident for the case of geometrical optimization
[36] on which this work is focused. A viable way to reduce the computational burden is given by the reduced
order modeling methodology; for a comprehensive review of the reduced order modeling methodology the
interested reader may see [41, 21, 5].
Reduced Order Models (ROMs) and in particular projection-based reduced order models, which are the
focus of this work, have been applied to a large variety of different mathematical problems based on linear
elliptic equations [45], linear parabolic equations [18] and also non linear problems [50, 17].
Some of the ingredients and the issues encountered to generate a projection-based reduced order model
are common to all the full order discretization technique but some aspects require particular attention
if we change full order discretization. The usage of the reduced basis method for shape optimization in
a finite element setting has been widely studied and the state of the art counts already several scientific
contributions [46, 44, 43, 25].
Summarizing pioneering and more recent works dealing with the coupling of the finite volume methods
with projection based reduced order methods it is worth mentioning [19, 20] that present one of the first
contributions dealing with FV and the reduced basis (RB) method and [14] dealing with the empirical
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2interpolation method in a FV setting. For more recent contributions it is worth mentioning [47, 49] where
pressure stabilization techniques normally employed in a finite element setting have been adapted to a
FV one and [7] that proposes a new structure preserving strategy specifically tailored for a FV setting,
[23, 37, 16] that extend FV-POD-Galerkin ROMs to a turbulence setting and to thermal mixing problems.
Focusing on works that are specifically dealing with geometrically parametrized problems in a finite volume
setting we mention [35, 54] that focus the attention on inviscid Euler equations, [51] focusing on turbulent
compressible Navier-Stokes equations and [53] that deals with PDE-constrained optimization problems.
The main focus of this work is the development of computational strategies for the geometrical parametriza-
tion of reduced order methods starting from a finite volume full order discretization. As highlighted in
§ 3.2, this issue, respect to a finite element setting, requires particular attention. The strategy usually
employed to deal with geometrical parametrization with reduced order models is to write all the equations
in a reference domain making use of a map M(µ) : Ω(µ) → Ω˜ which transforms the equations from the
physical domain Ω(µ) to the reference one Ω˜. This approach has been adopted successfully in several
cases starting from finite element discretization. The affinity of the differential operators can be recon-
structed by domain decomposition and piecewise affine reference mappings [45, 2, 38] or by the usage of
empirical interpolation techniques [27, 34, 42]. The first approach cannot be easily transferred to a finite
volume setting (see § 3.2) while the second approach has been used in some of the previously mentioned
works dealing with geometrical parametrization in a finite volume environment. In the present work, all
the possible domain configurations are solved in the physical domain and the reduced basis functions are
computed by means of an inner product computed on an average deformed configuration similarly to what
done in [35].
The online-offline splitting is guaranteed by the usage of a discrete empirical interpolation procedure at
both matrix and vector level. The resolution of the equations is carried out on the physical domain where
the mesh is deformed by the usage of an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian Framework [24].
The manuscript is organized as follows: § 2 briefly introduces the parametrized mathematical problem,
§ 3 presents the full order finite volume formulation and its main features with a particular attention on
the different mesh motion strategies. In § 4 we describe the methodologies used to construct the reduced
order model with emphasis on the empirical interpolation techniques used to ensure an efficient offline-
online splitting. In § 5 we test the proposed methodologies on a geometrically parametrized heat transfer
problem and the attention here is focused on the different mesh motion strategy. In § 6 the methodology
is tested instead on a steady incompressible Navier-Stokes setting. Finally in § 7 some conclusions and
perspectives for future works are given.
2. The parametrized mathematical problem
The interest of this work is on generic stationary linear or nonlinear PDEs describing conservation laws
whose domain is parametrized by a parameter vector µ ∈ P ⊂ Rk, where P is a k-dimensional parameter
space. Given a generic scalar or vectorial quantity of interests u(x,µ) the abstract problem reads:
N (x, u(µ)) = 0 in Ω(µ),
u(x,µ) = gD(x,µ) on ΓD(µ),
un(x,µ) = gN (x,µ) on ΓN (µ),
(1)
where N (x,µ) is a generic linear or nonlinear differential operator, Ω(µ) ⊂ Rd is a bounded parametrized
domain, ΓD(µ) and ΓN (µ) are its parametrized Dirichlet and Neumann boundaries respectively with the
relative boundary conditions gD(x,µ) and gN (x,µ), while the subscriptn indicates the normal derivative.
Reduced Basis (RB) methods are based on the assumption that the response of such parametrized PDE is
approximated by a reduced number of dominant modes and therefore it is possible to project the original
equations onto a low dimensional subspace in order to reduced the computational cost. In this work
this low-dimensional space is obtained using a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) approach. More
details on this aspect are reported in § 4.
3Figure 1. Example of a non-orthogonal mesh for a 2-dimensional problem.
3. The finite volume discretization and the geometrical parametrization
In this section we recall the main features of the full order discretization method used to discretize the
mathematical problem and the techniques used to deal with the parametrization of the geometry. We
stress the attention on key aspects of this full order discretization technique that will play a crucial role
in order to ensure an accurate and efficient model reduction strategy for parametrized geometries.
The abstract problem of Equation 1 is discretized using a finite volume approach. The procedure used
here is recalled for a simple heat transfer problem but the procedure is general and can be easily extended
also to other type of equations. On the contrary respect to projection-based (FEM, SEM) full order
discretization techniques, which start from a weak formulation of the governing equations, the starting
point of the finite volume method is the integral form of the equations written in conservative form. For a
simple steady heat transfer problem on a parametrized domain, which is described by the Poisson equation,
the formulation reads: 
∫
Ω˜(µ)
div(αθ∇θ)dω =
∫
Ω˜(µ)
fdω ∀Ω˜(µ) ∈ Ω(µ),
θ(x,µ) = θD(x,µ) on ΓD(µ),
θn(x,µ) = θN (µ, x) on ΓN (µ),
(2)
where θ is the temperature field, αθ is the thermal diffusivity, f is a generic forcing term, Ω˜(µ) is an
arbitrary control volume inside Ω(µ), θD and θN are Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition for the
temperature field while the other terms assume the same meaning of those reported in the abstract problem
formulation (Equation 1).
3.1. The finite volume discretization. In order to solve the problem of Equation 2, the domain Ω(µ)
is subdivided into a tessellation T (µ) = {Ωi(µ)}Nhi=1 composed by a set of Nh convex and non overlapping
polygonals in 2D or polyhedrons in 3D (finite volumes) such thatΩ(µ) =
⋃Nh
i=1Ωi(µ) andΩi(µ)
⋂
Ωj(µ) =
∅ for i 6= j. Once the tessellation is set, the divergence term is transformed into a surface integral using
the Gauss’ theorem and the integral terms of Equation 2 can be discretized as follows:
Nh∑
i=1
∫
Ωi(µ)
div(αθ∇θ)dω =
Nh∑
i=1
∫
∂Ωi(µ)
n · (αθ∇θ)ds =
Nh∑
i=1
Nf∑
f=1
αθifSif · (∇θ)if ,(3)
∫
Ω˜(µ)
fdω =
Nh∑
i=1
∫
Ωi(µ)
fdω =
Nh∑
i=1
fiVi.
In the above expressions the subscript i indicates the value at the center of the i-cell, the subscript if
indicates the value of the variables at the center of the f -face relative to the i-cell, n represents the unit
normal vector respect to the control volume surface, V the cell volumes and S the surface vectors. One of
the key points of the finite volume method, especially for advection dominated problem, is the evaluation
of the conservative variables at the center of the faces starting from their values at the center of the cells.
4Several numerical schemes are in fact possible such as central differencing, first-order upwind, second-order
upwind, Rusanov, MUSCL, etc. For the particular case the term Sif · (∇θ)if , which represents the flux
of the gradient of the temperature field passing trough the face f , can be evaluated using both an explicit
or implicit scheme with or without orthogonal correction. In case of orthogonal meshes, the flux relative
to the gradient term can be estimated as:
Sif · (∇θ)if = Sif · θi − θj|d| ,(4)
where by orthogonal meshes we mean those cases where the surface vector Sif (see Figure 1, relative
to the face which is dividing two cells, is parallel to the distance vector d which is connecting the cell
centers. Unfortunately, orthogonal meshes, especially considering complex geometries, are not common
and in many cases even not realizable. In the present case, even starting from a fully orthogonal grid, after
the mesh motion, we will end up with a non-orthogonal grid. For this reason, in order to have accurate
results, Equation 4 needs to take into account also a non-orthogonal correction. In the present work,
following what presented in [28], when a non-orthogonal correction is considered, the product Sif · (∇θ)if
is split into two parts:
Sif · (∇θ)if = |∆if | · θi − θj|d| + kif · (∇θ)if ,(5)
where Sif = ∆if + kif is decomposed into two vectors with ∆if parallel to d while kif can be selected
using different approaches such as minimum correction approach, orthogonal correction approach, over-
relaxed approach, etc. We refer to [28] for more details. Therefore, the total contribution is split into the
first orthogonal contribution and into a non orthogonal one. The term (∇θ)if which represents the value
of the gradient at the center of the face is calculated explicitly via interpolation after the calculation of
the value of the gradient at the centers of the neighboring cells (∇θ)i and (∇θ)j . Then the value at the
center of the face (∇θ)if is evaluated using an interpolation scheme:
(∇θ)if = wx(∇θ)i + (1− wx)(∇θ)j ,(6)
where wx is a proper weight that depends on the employed interpolation scheme. Moreover, in some
cases, in order to ensure that the discretized diffusion term preserves its bounded behavior also after the
correction, the non-orthogonal contribution can be limited. Therefore, when using a correction for the
computation of the flux of the gradient one needs to resolve the discrete equations using an iterative
scheme because the term (∇θ)if is based on the previous converged value of the conservative variable θ.
This additional term act like a source term in the discretized equations. It is beyond the scope of this work
to go into the details concerning the different methodologies used to deal with non-orthogonal meshes but
it was important to briefly recall them since they play an important role also at the reduced order level. As
we will see in the numerical examples different non-orthogonal correction approaches will lead to different
dimensions of the computational stencil that we need to store during the D-EIM procedure and will also
lead to different values of the error respect to the full order model. In the numerical examples we will
examine two different cases, one without non-orthogonal correction and one with a bounded orthogonal
correction.
Once that the discretization of all the terms inside the continuous formulation is described it is finally
possible to recast Equation 3 in matrix form and to transform it into the following system of linear
equations:
A(µ)θ(µ) = f(µ).(7)
where A(µ) ∈ RNh×Nh is a matrix which represents the discretized Laplace operator, θ ∈ RNh is a vector
of unknown values, f(µ) ∈ RNh is a source term vector which accounts for physical source terms, for
implicit non-orthogonal corrections and for boundary conditions.
3.2. Geometrical parametrization. Once the finite volume discretization is defined one important as-
pect is the selection of the strategy used to solve a geometrically parametrized problem. The usual strategy
applied in the reduced order modeling community, and more in general for a finite element discretization,
is to construct a mapM(µ) : Ω(µ)→ Ωˆ which maps all the possible domain configurations to a reference
5one Ωˆ. This is also the procedure employed in a finite volume setting, for a linear mapping, in [13]. Un-
fortunately this operation is affordable only for simple cases and for certain types of schemes and creates
the additional complexities:
• In a finite volume code, respect to a finite element one, also at the element level, integrals are not
written in a reference domain setting. In finite elements, in order to perform the integration of the
shape functions, all the elements are mapped to a reference domain. In the finite volume method
such operation is not performed and therefore to write integrals in a reference setting, making use
of a mapping, would be much more intrusive.
• For a general nonlinear map, also in the finite element case, the equations written into a reference
domain, transform a pure diffusion equation into a diffusion-advection equation [13].
• The finite volume method, with respect to the finite element one, involves also surface integrals.
Even though it is possible to map infinitesimally small distances, areas and volumes from a real
to a reference domain, and to write the continuous equations in a reference framework, at the
discrete level there are additional source terms created by non-orthogonality (we refer to § 3.1 for
this issue) and by non-linear interpolation schemes (i.e. upwinding schemes). The finite volume
method involves the computation of the values at center of the faces starting from the values at the
center of the cells. Unless one is using a central differencing scheme, where the value at the center
of the faces depends only on its distance respect to the center of the cells to write this operation
in a reference domanin becomes not trivial.
• One of the great advantages of the finite volume consists into the possibility of using a mesh made
of polyhedra with an arbitrary number of faces. Writing equations in a reference domain using
polyhedra with arbitrary shape may be extremely challenging and would be realistically possible
only for tetrahedral elements. This would strongly limit the versatility of the method.
For the above reasons, in the present work we opted to work with the equations directly on the physical
domain and, for each new value of the input parameters, to deform the mesh and to solve the full order
problem on the real physical domain. One of the drawbacks of this approach is given by the fact that an
additional problem related to the motion of the grid points must be solved. Moreover, all the different
snapshots are defined in a different domain and therefore an adjustment is needed. These aspects will be
examined in details in the next subsections.
The proposed approach is not the only one possible to avoid the usage of a reference domain approach.
In [31, 32, 30] the authors make use of immersed methods during the full order stage to deal with the
geometrical parametrization and to avoid the mapping to a reference domain.
3.3. Mesh Motion Strategies. As mentioned in the previous section, in this work we rely on an Arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation [24] for the treatment of all the possible different geometric
configurations. Therefore, the shape of the computational domain changes according to the parameter
values. Working with such an approach, we have to distinguish between the motion of boundary points,
which is a given data defined by the parameter values and by the geometrical parametrization, and the
motion of the internal points that depends on the employed mesh motion strategy. Dealing with a full order
finite volume discretization, we highlight here, as seen in the description of the full order discretization,
that the accuracy of the solution is strongly dependent on the quality of the mesh. For this reason, in the
selection of the mesh motion strategy it is crucial to select an algorithm which produces a deformed mesh
that has a non-orthogonality value as small as possible. In this work we analyze two different strategies
to solve the mesh motion problem and we highlight their features in view of the construction of a reduced
order model. Here the two methods are briefly recalled and only the aspects relevant for reduced order
modeling perspectives are detailed. The interested reader may refer to [29, 12] and to references therein
for more details.
3.3.1. Laplace equation with variable diffusivity. The first type of approach is based on the solution of a
Laplace equation with a variable diffusivity:
div(γ∇s) = 0 in Ω,(8)
s = sD on ΓD,(9)
6where s is the displacement field of the grid points and γ is a diffusivity field. For the diffusivity field
several options are possible such as a constant value, a value proportional to the inverse of the distance
respect to moving boundaries, etc. In this work it is chosen to use a diffusivity field which is equal to the
inverse of the square of the distance respect to the moving boundaries r:
γ = r−2.(10)
This value of the diffusivity coefficient proved to produce a smooth mesh motion and therefore a good
quality of the deformed mesh in cases with moderate mesh deformations [29]. The computation of the
displacement of the grid points, at the full order level, requires the resolution of a linear sparse system
that has the same dimension of the full order problem multiplied by the number of physical dimensions of
the problem d = 2, 3 (i.e. Nh · d). The problem is in fact discretized as:
ADs = bD(µ),(11)
whereAD ∈ RNh·d×Nh·d is the discretized Laplace operator and the term bD ∈ RNh·d which depends on the
boundary conditions sD is the source term. Therefore, also during the online stage, when a new parameter
value needs to be simulated, one has to solve a full order mesh motion problem. For general deformation
mappings it is usually not possible to recover an affine decomposition of the boundary condition sD and
therefore also for the mesh motion problem, in order to obtain an efficient offline-online splitting, we have
to rely on hyper-reduction techniques. More details on this aspect are reported in the numerical example
sections.
3.3.2. Radial Basis functions. The second examined approach consists in a Radial Basis Function inter-
polation approach. In this approach the displacements of all the mesh points not belonging to the moving
boundaries are approximated by a Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolant function:
s(x) =
Nb∑
i=1
βiξ(‖x− xbi‖) + q(x),(12)
where xbi are the coordinates of points for which we know the boundary displacements, Nb is the number
of points on the boundary, ξ is a given basis function, q(x) is a polynomial. The coefficients βi and the
polynomial q(x) are obtained by the imposition of interpolation conditions
s(xbi) = dbi ,(13)
where dbi is the displacement value at the boundary points and by the additional requirement:
Nb∑
i=1
βiq(xbi) = 0.(14)
In the present case, we select basis functions for which it is possible to use linear polynomials q(x).
For more informations concerning the selection of the order of polynomials, respect to the type of basis
functions, the reader may see [4]. Finally the values of the coefficients βi and the coefficients δi of the
linear polynomial q can be obtained solving the linear problem:[
db
0
]
=
[
Mb,b Pb
PTb 0
] [
β
δ
]
,(15)
where Mb,b ∈ RNb×Nb is a matrix containing the evaluation of the basis function ξbibj = ξ(‖xbi − xbj‖)
and Pb ∈ RNb×(d+1) is a matrix where d is the spatial dimension. Each row of this matrix, that contains
the coordinates of the boundary points, is given by (Pb)i• =
[
1 xbi
]
. Once the system of Equation 15 is
solved one can obtain the displacement of all the internal points using the RBF interpolation:
dini = s(xini),(16)
where xini are the coordinates of the internal grid points. The computation of the displacement of the
grid points entails the resolution of a dense system of equations that has dimension Nb + d + 1. Usually,
the number of boundary points Nb is much smaller respect to the number of grid points Nh. Moreover, as
it will be shown in the numerical examples, usually it is sufficient to select only a subset of the boundary
points and therefore the dimension of this system is further reduced. Making a comparison with the
7Laplace equation approach, the RBF methodology entails the resolution of a smaller but dense system of
equations. In the numerical examples it will also be done a comparison in terms of mesh qualities after
the mesh deformation.
4. The POD-Galerkin reduced order model
Equation 7 entails the resolution of a possibly large system of equations. The resolution of this system
of equations, in a multi-query setting, may become unfeasible. In this work, in order to alleviate the
computational burden, we rely on a projection based ROM and in particular on a POD-Galerkin reduced
order model. Projection-based reduced order models exploit the fact that, in most of the cases, the solution
manifold lies in a low dimensional space and can be therefore approximated by a linear combination of a
reduced number of properly selected global basis functions:
θ(µ,x) =
Nr∑
i=1
aθi (µ)ϕ
θ
i (x),(17)
where ϕθi (x) are parameter independent basis functions and a
θ
i (µ) are parameter dependent coefficients.
There exist different approaches to construct the set of basis functions such as the greedy approach, the
proper orthogonal decomposition, the proper generalized decomposition, etc [5, 41, 21, 10, 11, 15]. We
decided here to rely on a POD approach. Given a parameter vector µ ∈ P we select a finite dimensional
training set Ktrain ⊂ P and for each of the possible combinations of the parameter values we solve a full
order problem. The full order order problem is then solved for each κjtrain ∈ Ktrain = {κ1train , . . . ,κNtrain}
where κjtrain is the j-sample belonging to the finite dimensional training set Ktrain. Each sample κjtrain
corresponds to a certain full order solution θj and the ensemble of whole the full order solutions gives the
snapshots matrix:
Sθ = [θ(κ1train), . . . ,θ(κNtrain)] ∈ RNh×Ntrain .(18)
Once the snapshots matrix is set it is possible to apply POD in order to generate a reduced basis space
to be used for the projection of the governing equations. Given a general scalar or vectorial parametrized
function u(µ) : Ω → Rd, with a certain number of realizations u1, . . . ,uNtrain , the POD problem consists
in finding, for each value of the dimension of POD space NPOD = 1, . . . , Ntrain, the scalar coefficients
a11, . . . , a
Ntrain
1 , . . . , a
1
Ntrain
, . . . , aNtrainNtrain and functions ϕ1, . . . ,ϕNtrain that minimize the quantity:
ENPOD =
Ntrain∑
i=1
||ui −
NPOD∑
k=1
akiϕk||2L2(Ω) ∀ NPOD = 1, . . . , N(19)
with 〈ϕi,ϕj〉L2(Ω) = δij ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , Ntrain.(20)
It is well known [33] that the minimization of Equation 19 reduces to the following eigenvalue problem:
CuQu = Quλu,(21)
Cuij = 〈ui,uj〉L2(Ω) for i, j = 1, . . . , Ntrain,(22)
where Qu ∈ RNtrain×Ntrain is the matrix containing the eigenvectors while λu ∈ RNtrain×Ntrain is the
matrix containing the eigenvalues. We remind here that the interest is into parametrized geometries and
that we do not map all the possible configurations to a reference one. For this reason, in this case, there
is an additional difficulty given by the fact that the different snapshots “live” in different domains. The
method used here consists into the usage of the method of snapshots where the correlation matrix of
Equation 21 is constructed using an inner product with a modified mass matrix M ′ which is referred to
an ensemble average of all the different mesh configurations:
Cθij = θ
T
i M
′θj .(23)
In the case of snapshots defined all in the same domain, the above expression reduces to the standard L2
inner product. Operating with this procedure, during the offline stage, we need to additionally compute
8the mass matrix associated with the ensemble average of the parameter values inside the training set:
M ′(κ) with κ =
1
Ntrain
Ntrain∑
i=1
κi.(24)
Once the modified correlation matrix is assembled and the eigenvalue problem is solved, one can compute
the basis functions in a standard way:
ϕθi =
1
Ntrainλθi
Ntrain∑
j=1
θjQ
θ
ij .(25)
Based on the eigenvalue decay of the POD eigenvalues, we can select only the first Nr basis functions and
assemble the matrix:
L =
[
ϕθ1, . . . ,ϕ
θ
Nr
] ∈ RNh×Nr .(26)
Once the bases are set, it is possible to approximate the solution vector with:
θ ≈ θrb =
Nr∑
i=1
aθi (µ)ϕ
θ
i (x),(27)
and finally the original problem can be projected onto the POD space giving rise to the following reduced
problem:
LTA(µ)Laθ = LTf(µ),(28)
that can be rewritten as
Ar(µ)aθ = fr(µ),(29)
where Ar ∈ RNr×Nr is the discrete reduced parametrized differential operator, aθ ∈ RNr is the unknown
vector of reduced coefficients and fr(µ) ∈ RNr is the reduced source term. Before solving the reduced
problem for a new value of the parameter one has to solve the mesh motion problem, to assemble the
discretized operator A(µ) and the source term f(µ) and finally to perform the projection. The resolution
of the mesh problem has the same dimension of the full order problem, as the assembly of the discretized
operator. In order to ensure an efficient offline-online splitting it is crucial to perform full-order operations
only during the offline stage. The approach employed here to ensure an efficient offline-online splitting is
to rely on the discrete variant of the empirical interpolation method (D-EIM) [3, 9, 14]. Other approaches
are also possible and among them we list the gappy-POD [52], the GNAT method [8] or the compressive
tensor approximation [6]. Since the mass matrix of Equation 23 is computed on an ensemble average of
all the deformed meshes, this deformed configuration can be considered as a ”reference” geometry that is
used for the computation of the reduced basis functions. Therefore, the present methodology shares some
common features with a standard reference-domain approach.1
4.1. Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method. As illustrated in the previous section, given the fact
that it is possible to efficiently solve the mesh motion problem, also during the online stage (more details
on this issue are reported in § 5.1.1), Equation 28 still needs the assembly of a full order differential
operator. In fact, for a new value of the parameter, it is not possible to recover an affine decomposition of
the differential operator A(µ) and of the source term vector f(µ). The approach used here consists into
an approximate affine expansion of the differential operator A(µ) and of the source term vector f(µ) as:
A(µ) =
NA∑
k=1
bAk (µ)χ
A
k , f(µ) =
Nf∑
k=1
cfk(µ)χ
f
k ,(30)
where bAk (µ), c
f
k(µ) and χ
A
k ∈ RNh×Nh , χfk ∈ RNh are parameter dependent coefficients and parameter
independent basis functions for the discretized differential operator A and for the source term vector f
respectively.
1At the continuous level, there are not particular advantages with respect to a standard reference-domain formulation.
As highlighted in § 3 the main benefits are on the implementation side when the starting full order discretization is a finite
volume one.
9For the computation of the basis functions χAk and χ
f
k different approaches are possible, here we used
a matrix version of the snapshot POD method. The details of the computational procedure are re-
ported in Algorithm 1. The starting point of the algorithm are the matrices SA = {A(κitrain)}Ntraini=1 ∈
RNh×Nh×Ntrain and vectors Sf = {f(κitrain)}Ntraini=1 ∈ RNh×Ntrain . These need to be stored during the
offline stage together with the full order model solutions. On the matrix and vector “snapshots” we apply
then POD with the method of snapshots. As inner product to compute the correlation matrices we used
the Frobenious inner product defined as 〈A,B〉F = tr(ATB).
Algorithm 1 THE POD algorithm for the D-EIM basis creation
Input: matrices SA = {A(κitrain)}Ntraini=1 , vectors Sf = {f(κitrain)}Ntraini=1 , NA, Nf
Output: bases {χAi }NAi=1, {χfi }Nfi=1
1: Compute the correlation matrices CAij = 〈A(κitrain),A(κitrain)〉F and Cfij = 〈f(κitrain),f(κjtrain)〉F
2: Perform the eigenvalue decompositions CAQA = QAλA and CfQf = Qfλf
3: compute χAi =
1
NtrainλAi
∑Ntrain
j=1 A(κjtrain)Q
A
ij for i = 1 : NA
4: compute χfi =
1
Ntrainλ
f
i
∑Ntrain
j=1 f(κjtrain)Q
f
ij for i = 1 : Nf
Once the basis functions are set, one needs to define a way to compute the coefficients vectors bA(µ) ∈
RNA and cf (µ) ∈ RNf . To construct the above set of basis functions we rely on the standard discrete
empirical interpolation procedure as introduced in [9] for parametrized functions and extended in [39] to
parametrized differential operators:
bA(µ) = B−1A AI(µ),(31)
AIi(µ) =
Nh∑
k=1
P TAk•iA(µ)•k,(32)
cf (µ) = (P Tf Uf )fI(µ),(33)
fI(µ) = P
T
f f(µ),(34)
where the terms BA ∈ RNh×Nh×NA , PA ∈ RNh×Nh×NA , Uf ∈ RNh×Nf and Pf ∈ RNh×Nf are obtained
following Algorithm 2. In the above expression we have introduced the • notation meaning that we let
free the indices relative to the position of the • symbol. For example PAk•i means we are considering the k-
row of the i-layer of the PA three-dimensional matrix. The PA and Pf matrices assume the same meaning
as those in [9] with the difference that, working with parametrized differential operators, the PA term is
a three-dimensional matrix. Each l-layer of the PA matrix is given by a matrix E
A
l ∈ RNh×Nh that is a
matrix where the only non-zero element, which has unitary value, is located in the (x, y) position identified
by the magic point with coordinates (IArl I
A
cl ) obtained at the l-iteration of the D-EIM Algorithm 2. Each
k-column of Pf is given by the vector E
f
k ∈ RNh which is a vector where the only non-zero element,
which has also unitary value, is located at the position identified by the magic point Ifk obtained at the
k-iteration of the D-EIM Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 The D-EIM procedure
Input: {χAi }NAi=1 ∈ RNh×Nh×NA , {χfi }Nfi=1 ∈ RNh×Nf
Output: IA ∈ RNh×2 , If ∈ RNh
1:
[|ρA|, IAr1, IAc1] = max{|χA1 |} , IA1 = [IAr1 IAc1] and [|ρf |, If1 ] = max{|χf1 |}
2: EA1 = 0Nh,Nh , E
A
1 (I
A
r1, I
A
c1) = 1, E
f
1 = 0Nh,1, E
f
1 (I
f
1 ) = 1
3: UA = [χ
A
1 ] , PA = [E
A
I1
] , IA = [I
A
1 ] and Uf = [χ
f
1 ] , Pf = [E
f
1 ] , If = [I
f
1 ]
4: for l = 2 to NA and k = 2 to Nf do
5: Solve (P TAUA)cA = P
T
Aχ
A
l for cA and Solve (P
T
f Uf)cf = P
T
f χ
f
k for cf .
6: rA = χ
A
l −UAcA and rf = χfk −Ufcf
7:
[|ρA|, IArl , IAcl] = max{|rA|} , IAl = [IArl IAcl ] and [|ρA|, Ifk ] = max{|rf |}
8: EAl = 0Nh,Nh , E
A
l (I
A
rl , I
A
cl ) = 1, E
f
k = 0Nh,1, E
f
k (I
f
k ) = 1
9: UA ←
[
UA χ
A
l
]
, PA ←
[
PA E
A
l
]
, IA ←
[
IA
IAl
]
,
Uf ←
[
Uf χ
f
k
]
, Pf ←
[
Pf E
f
k
]
, If ←
[
If
Ifk
]
10: end for
Finally we can write the D-EIM approximation as:
A(µ) ≈
∑
k=1
DA••kAIk(µ),(35)
DA••i =
NA∑
k=1
UA••kB
−1
Aki
,(36)
BAij =
Nh∑
k=1
P TAk•iUA•kj ,(37)
f(µ) ≈ BffI(µ),(38)
Bf = Uf(P
T
f Uf)
−1 ∈ RNh×Nf ,(39)
fI(µ) = P
T
f f(µ) ∈ RNf ,(40)
where the D-EIM approximation for the vector quantities is reported with the original notation presented
in [9] while the one for D-EIM approximation of the discretized differential operator A(µ), since we are
working with three-dimensional sparse matrices, and we want to rely on sparse matrices linear algebra
operations, the notation is slightly modified to account for three-dimensional matrices. In the above
formulations we have introduced the additional variables DA ∈ RNh×Nh×NA .
In the end, the idea is to precompute during the offline stage the terms Ark ∈ RNr×Nr and frk ∈ RNr
and to express reduced operator and vector as:
Ar(µ) =
NA∑
k=1
ArkAIk(µ), f
r(µ) =
Nf∑
k=1
frkfIk(µ),(41)
where:
Ark = L
TD••kL, frk (µ) = L
TB•k.(42)
The terms Ark and f
r
k are precomputed during the offline stage and AI(µ) and fI(µ) are vector of
coefficients that must be computed during the online stage.
In the above formulations it is important to notice that the AI and fI vector of coefficients correspond
to point-wise evaluations of the differential operator A(µ) and of the source term vector f in the locations
corresponding to the magic points inside the matrix IA and the vector If reported in Algorithm 2.
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Figure 2. Example of the computational stencil needed for the evaluation of the D-EIM
coefficients during the online stage. On the left there is an example of a point on the
diagonal of the discretized differential operator, while on the right there is an example of
a point outside the diagonal of the differential operator. In the image two layers of cells
are considered. The yellow cells depict the ones identified during the D-EIM procedure
by the indices IAr and I
A
c while the red ones depict the additional cells required for the
differential operator evaluation.
Therefore, the only additional complexity, during the online stage, corresponds into point-wise evalua-
tion of the source term vector and of the discretized differential operator. In order to make the procedure
efficient and independent with respect to mesh size, this point-wise evaluation must involve operations only
on a subset of the entire domain and must be independent with respect to the total number of degrees
of freedom of the full order problem. The finite volume method satisfies this property, in fact, the point
evaluation of an operator can be computed also on a subset of the whole domain. Each subset includes
the cells relative to the point evaluation and a certain number of neighboring layers of cells. The required
number of neighboring layers of cells depends on the type of scheme employed for the computation of
the operator. For example a central differencing scheme, without orthogonal correction, requires only one
layer of cells while for second order schemes or a central differencing scheme with orthogonal correction
at least two layers of cells are necessary. The process for the construction of the subsets is exemplified in
Figure 2. In the figure are reported two examples of the required computational stencil for both a point on
the diagonal of the discretized differential operator and a point outside of the diagonal of the discretized
differential operator.
5. A parametrized heat transfer problem
In this section we present the proposed methodology on a parametrized heat transfer problem. Particular
attention is posed onto the selection of the best mesh motion algorithm especially in view of model reduc-
tion purposes. The domain is parametrized by the parameter vector µ = (µ1,µ2) ∈ [µ1,min,µ1,max] ×
[µ2,min,µ2,max] ⊂ R2. The parameters scheme is depicted on the left of Figure 3. In the same fig-
ure it is reported also the chosen tessellation in its undeformed configuration which accounts for 2700
quadrilateral cells. In the same figure it is also depicted the mesh configuration using both the Lapla-
cian smoothing and the radial basis function approach. The numerical tests are conducted using the
in-house open source library ITHACA-FV (In real Time Highly Advanced Computational Applications
for Finite Volumes) [48] which is a computational library based on the finite volume solver OpenFOAM
6.0 [1]. The computational domain is given by a square block with a hole inside. The boundary
Γ = {ΓT,O, ΓR,O, ΓB,O, ΓL,O, ΓT,I , ΓR,I , ΓB,I , ΓL,I} is subdivided into eight different parts which con-
sists of the top, right, bottom and left sides of the outer and inner polygons. The boundary conditions are
set according to Table 1.
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ΓL,O ΓT,O ΓR,O ΓB,O ΓL,I ΓT,I ΓR,I ΓB,I
B.C. θn = 10 θ = 10 θn = −10 θ = 10 θ = −10 θ = 0 θ = 0 θ = 0
Table 1. Imposed values of the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions for the
different boundaries of the domain
Figure 3. From left to the right we can observe the domain together with the dimensions
(D = 1) and the parameters scheme, the tessellation in its undeformed configuration, the
tessellation deformed using a Laplacian smoothing approach and the tessellation deformed
using a radial basis function approach.
Before going deeply into numerical solutions, let us report here the strong form of the steady state
heat transfer equations and describe briefly what is the expected behavior of the physical solution for the
problem we took into account: 
div(αθ∇θ) = f in Ω(µ),
θ(x,µ) = θD(x,µ) on ΓD(µ),
θn(x,µ) = θN (µ, x) on ΓN (µ),
(43)
where αθ is the diffusivity of the isotropic medium and has been fixed equal to 1 while a null forcing term
f has been applied to the problem.
This is the most classical choice when dealing with elliptic problems. The laplace operator only acts
like a smoothing-diffusing term. For this reason no peaks or discontinuities are expected into the domain,
boundary temperatures should be spread allover Ω since the forcing term is adding no contribution.
According with the maximum principle, the maximum (and the minimum as well) of the solution should
be located on the boundaries.
5.1. The mesh motion strategies. In the numerical example we examine different mesh motion strate-
gies starting from different full order schemes. As reported in the previous section, and as exemplified
in Figure 6, the selection of the full order numerical scheme used to deal with non-orthogonality affects
the number of layers of additional cells around the ones identified by the magic points during the D-EIM
procedure. In the picture we report, for a case with just 5 D-EIM modes, the location of the cells identified
by the magic points (yellow cells), together with the additional cells of the computational stencils necessary
for the point-wise evaluation of the differential operators during the online stage (red cells). The identified
cells are relative to the magic points identified for the source term vector f .
Before analyzing the efficiency and the approximation properties of the reduced order model we analyze
the performances of the mesh motion strategies at the full order level. As extensively illustrated in the
previous section, when using ALE approaches to deal with parametrized geometries, the accuracy of the
results depends strongly on the quality of the deformed mesh. In a finite volume context, one of the
most important indicators to certify the quality of a mesh consists into the non-orthogonality factor. We
analyze the parametrized geometry of Figure 3 and we deform the mesh according to the discrete set
of parameter samples K1train = {κitrain}Ntraini=1 ∈ [−0.32, 0.32] × [−0.32, 0.32]. We set Ntrain = 100 and
parameter samples are selected randomly inside the parameter space. The results of such test are reported
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LAPL. RBF Control Points
Max Non-Ortho. Average Non-Ortho.
LAPL. 29.774◦ 7.724◦
RBF 25.518◦ 7.531◦
Figure 4. Non-Orthogonality comparison between a Laplacian smoothing and a RBF
approach. The two images on the left show, for one selected sample value κ∗ =
(0.181184, 0.288162), the value of the non-orthogonality inside the domain. In the third
image on the right are reported the control points identified by the automatic coarsen-
ing procedure. In the table it is reported the average value, over 100 sample points,
for the maximum value of the non-orthogonality and for the average value of the non-
orthogonality.
qualitatively and quantitatively in the images and in the table of Figure 4. As can be seen from the image
and the table, the Laplacian smoothing approach, compared with the RBF strategy, produces a deformed
mesh with higher values of the non-orthogonality. This fact is particularly evident in the part of the domain
close to the upper and lower boundaries. Moreover, changing the dimension of the parameter space used
to determine the training set to K2train ∈ [−0.45, 0.45]× [−0.45, 0.45], as shown in Figure 5, for some values
of the samples, the mesh motion strategy using a Laplacian smoothing approach produces a mesh where
some of the cells have negative volumes. In these cases of course the simulation results become unreliable.
The RBF mesh motion strategy requires the selection of 56 control points on the moving boundaries and
requires therefore, as illustrated in § 3.3.2, the resolution of relatively small linear system (especially if we
consider the dimension of the full order problem Nh = 2700). The selection of the control points has been
done automatically fixing a coarsening ratio which defines the ratio between the total number of points
on the boundaries and the number of control points. The location of the control points identified by this
automatic procedure is depicted in Figure 4. The radial basis functions are given by Gaussian functions
with a radius dRBF = 0.6.
5.1.1. Reduction of the mesh motion problem in the case of Laplacian smoothing technique. The discretized
operator AD of Equation 11 is always assembled in the same physical domain (i.e. the undeformed one)
and has a diffusivity value γ which is changing in space but that is always constant with respect to the
parameter values. Therefore, it can be assembled only once during the offline stage and projected onto the
reduced basis space of the geometrical deformation field. For the source term bD(µ), in the general case it
is usually not possible to recover an affine decomposition and we have therefore to rely on an approximate
affine expansion using the Discrete Empirical Interpolation Method:
bD(µ) ≈
Nbd∑
i=1
aDi (µ)χ
D
i .(44)
Once this approximation is done, it is straightforward to obtain a reduced order model of the mesh motion
problem. For this particular case, since the motion of the moving boundaries depends linearly with respect
to the input parameters, two D-EIM modes for the source term bd were sufficient to obtain accurate results.
The average value of the L2 relative error between the full and the reduced order solutions over the entire
testing set is equal to 1.98 ·10−07. This results was obtained using only 2 POD modes for the mesh motion
field and 2 D-EIM basis function for the source term vector.
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Figure 5. Comparison of the two mesh deformation strategies for large parametric ge-
ometrical variations. On the left we observe the Laplacian smoothing approach that, as
highlighted in the zoom, produces a deformed mesh that has cells with negative volumes
(cells close to the left boundary). On the right we have the RBF approach.
Figure 6. The first 5 magic points identified during the D-EIM procedure for the source
term vector in case of a linear scheme without orthogonal correction and in the case of a
linear scheme with orthogonal correction.
5.2. The reduced order model. Once we have determined the characteristic of the analyzed mesh
motion strategies at the full order level, we examine the characteristics of a reduced order model generated
using the different approaches. We will compare the results using two different schemes with and without
orthogonal correction. The reduced order model is constructed using the discrete set K1train as defined in
§ 5.1 and the results are tested on a different testing sets Ktest = {κitest}Ntesti=1 ∈ [−0.28, 0.28]× [−0.28, 0.28]
with Ntest = 100. As mentioned in § 2, in order to improve the accuracy of the results, it is possible to
employ, at the full order level, a non-orthogonal correction strategy. In what follows we will indicate with
θh the temperature field obtained using the full order model and with θrb the temperature field obtained
using the reduced order model. The accuracy of the ROM is measured using the following expression to
identify the approximation error:
1
Ntest
Ntest∑
i=1
||θh,i − θrb,i||Ω
||θh,i||Ω ,(45)
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where Ntest is the number of the parameter samples in the testing space and || · ||Ω denotes the L2 norm
over the computational domain Ω. In Figure 7 we report a comparison of the approximation error for the
Laplacian mesh motion strategy, with and without orthogonal correction, while changing the dimension
of the reduced basis space and the number of D-EIM modes used for the approximation of the discretized
differential operator A and the source term f . In this case we chose to use the same number of D-EIM
modes NA = Nf for both A and f . In Figure 8 we report a similar plot but this time applying the RBF
mesh motion procedure. In Figure 9 and Figure 10 we report the eigenvalue decay relative to the POD
procedure used to construct the modes for the temperature field and for the discretized differential operator
A and source term f . To measure the efficiency of the different model reduction strategies we measured
also the computational speedup changing the number of D-EIM modes and the number of temperature
modes. This comparison is depicted in Figure 11.
From the numerical example we can draw several conclusions. We can note that the RBF mesh motion
approach is generally performing slightly better respect to the Laplacian smoothing approach. Moreover
the orthogonal non-corrected scheme, produces a ROM with better approximation properties respect to the
corrected approach2. From Figure 11 one observes two different evidences. The first one is that the RBF
approach produces a ROM with the better computational speedups and the same is true for the orthogonal
approach. For what concern the orthogonal approach this fact is due to the smaller computational stencil
required by the methodology without correction. The second evidence is that an increase into the number
of D-EIM modes produces a remarkable decrease into the computational speedup while the increase into
the number of POD modes is negligible.
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Figure 7. The average of the L2 relative error norm of the temperature field for the
Laplacian smoothing mesh motion strategy. The logarithm of the L2 relative error norm
is plotted against the number of modes used for the temperature field and the number of
D-EIM modes used to approximate the discretized differential operator A and the source
term f (NA = Nf ). The plots are reported with (left) and without (right) non-orthogonal
correction.
2The approximation error is measured using equation Equation 45 with respect to the FOM and not to the analytical
solution. A corrected scheme usually produces numerical results with a smaller numerical error and therefore a comparison
computed using the analytical solution might produced a different trend in the results.
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Figure 8. The average of the L2 relative error norm of the temperature field for the RBF
mesh motion strategy. The logarithm of the L2 relative error norm is plotted against the
number of modes used for the temperature field and the number of D-EIM modes used
to approximate the discretized differential operator A and the source term f (with NA =
Nf ). The plots are reported with (left) and without (right) non-orthogonal correction.
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Figure 9. Plot reporting the eigenvalue decay relative to the POD procedure used to
compute the modes for the temperature field.
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Figure 10. Plot reporting the eigenvalue decay relative to the POD procedure used to
compute the D-EIM modes for the discretized differential operator A (on the left) and
the source term f (on the right).
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Figure 11. Comparison of the computational time, in terms of speedup, for the different
strategies. On the left we have a comparison keeping constant the number of D-EIM
modes used to approximate the discretized differential operator A and the source term f
(NA = Nf = 15 and changing the number of temperature modes Nr. On the right we
have a comparison keeping constant the number of temperature modes and changing the
number of D-EIM modes used to approximate the discretized differential operator A and
the source term f .
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FOM Lapl. Ortho. ROM Lapl. Ortho. FOM Lapl. Corr. ROM Lapl. Corr.
FOM RBF. Ortho. ROM RBF Ortho. FOM RBF Corr. ROM RBF Corr.
Figure 12. In the plot we report the comparison between full order solution and reduced
order solution using the Laplacian smoothing mesh motion approach (first row) and the
RBF mesh motion approach (second row). Results are reported without (columns 1− 2)
and with (columns 3 − 4) orthogonal correction. All the results are for one selected
sample point in the parameter space that was giving the worst results in terms of accuracy
κ∗ = (−0.213777, 0.0335904).
6. A parametrized incompressible Navier-Stokes problem
In the previous section we focused the attention on relatively simple heat transfer problems. The choice
of such an easy case was justified by the fact that we wanted to reduce as much as impossible additional
sources of problems that are generally linked with hyperbolic equations and advection dominated cases
in order to provide a better understanding of the influence of the mesh motion strategy in view of model
reduction purposes. In this section we focus instead the attention on systems generated by the steady
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations and on the difficulties that we have to face in order to extend the
methodology introduced in the previous sections to a more complex scenario.
6.1. Mathematical Formulation. The focus is here on a geometrically parametrized problem which is
approximated by the steady Navier–Stokes equations. Considering an Eulerian frame on a geometrically
parametrized domain Ω(µ) ⊂ Rd with d = 2, 3 the problem consists in finding the vectorial velocity field
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u(µ) : Ω(µ)→ Rd and the scalar pressure field p(µ) : Ω(µ)→ R such that:
∇ · (u⊗ u)−∇ · 2ν∇su = −∇p in Ω(µ),
∇ · u = 0 in Ω(µ),
u(x) = f(x) on ΓIn(µ),
u(x) = 0 on Γ0(µ),
(ν∇u− pI)n = 0 on ΓOut(µ),
(46)
where Γ (µ) = ΓIn(µ)∪Γ0(µ)∪ΓOut(µ) is the boundary of Ω(µ) and, is composed by three different parts
ΓIn(µ), ΓOut(µ) and Γ0(µ) that indicates, respectively, inlet boundary, outlet boundary and physical
walls. The function f(x) represents the boundary conditions. The parameter dependency is given by
a parameter vector µ ∈ P with P denoting the parameter space that describes the deformation of the
physical domain. It is moreover assumed that the kinematic viscosity ν is constant in the spacial domain.
For sake of brevity, the parameter dependency of the domain Ω will be omitted in the next formulations.
6.2. The discrete formulation. The above equations are discretized at the full order level using a
cell-centered finite volume approach and a SIMPLE algorithm to resolve the pressure velocity coupling.
The equations are then written in integral form over each control volume Ωi and the divergence terms
are transformed into surface integral thanks to the exploitation of the Gauss’s theorem and computed
numerically as sum of fluxes over the surfaces of each cell Ωi. In what follows we briefly report the
discretization of each terms that appears inside the momentum and continuity equation. The non-linear
convective term is discretized as:∫
Ωi
∇ · (u⊗ u)dΩ =
∫
∂Ωi
n · (u⊗ u)dΓ =
∑
f
Sf · uf ⊗ uf =
∑
f
Sf · uf ⊗ uf =
∑
f
Ffuf ,(47)
where uf indicates the velocity at the centre of the faces. Since the equation is solved using an iterative
approach the non-linear term is linearized with the substitution of the term Sf ·uf = Ff , that represents
the mass flux over each face, with a previously calculated value of the mass flux that satisfies the continuity
equation, for more details about this issue we refer to [28]. The diffusive term is discretized as:∫
Ωi
∇ · 2ν∇sudΩ
∫
∂Ωe
n · 2ν∇sudΓ =
∫
∂Ωe
n · ν∇udΓ = ν
∑
f
Sf · (∇u)f ,(48)
where the first equality follows from the incompressibility constraint and the term (∇u)f indicates the
gradient of the velocity field at the centre of each face. This is calculated, starting from the values at the
centre of the neighbouring cells, using a finite difference scheme that includes a correction in the case of
non-orthogonal meshes (see Equation 5). For more details on available choices concerning the correction
term we refer to [28].
The term originated from the gradient of pressure, is discretized as:∫
∂Ωe
npdΓ =
∑
f
Sfpf ,(49)
while the term originated from the divergence of velocity is discretized as:∫
∂Ω
n · udΓ =
Nf∑
f=1
Sf · uf =
Nf∑
f=1
Ff .(50)
6.3. The SIMPLE algorithm. Now that the discretization of each term has been introduced we describe
the solution strategy used to resolve the coupling between the momentum and continuity equation. The
coupling between velocity and pressure is resolved using a SIMPLE strategy [40]. The equations can be
rewritten in matrix form form as: [
[Au] [∇(·)]
[∇ · (·)] [0]
] [
u
p
]
=
[
0
0
]
(51)
where Au is the coefficient matrix coming from the momentum equation, Auu =∇ ·(u⊗u)−∇ ·(2ν∇su).
The above system matrix has a saddle point structure which is usually not easy to solve using a coupled
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approach. For this reason we rely on a segregated approach where the momentum equation is solved with
a tentative pressure p˜ and later corrected exploiting the divergence free constraint. The first equation can
then be solved inverting the matrix Au that being sparse would produce a dense matrix and therefore
would require prohibitive memory resources. Therefore, for efficiency reasons, it is decomposed into a
diagonal, upper triangular and lower triangular part Au = Du + Lu + Uu. The momentum equation is
then rewritten considering this decomposition and using the previous converged value of the velocity to
assemble the operator H(u) = (Lu + Uu)uk−1. Since now the system matrix is diagonal it is easy to
invert and a tentative value of the velocity can be computed as:
u = D−1u (H(u)−∇p˜),(52)
Taking the divergence of the tentative velocity field and exploiting the divergence free constraint one can
derive a Poisson equation for pressure of the form:
∇ · (D−1u ∇p) =∇ ·D−1u (H(uk−1)).(53)
Equations 52 and 53 are then solved using an iterative SIMPLE approach [40] with an under-relaxation
procedure to achieve convergence. The SIMPLE algorithm follows a segregated solution strategy where the
momentum equation is firstly solved with a tentative pressure and an intermediate velocity field u∗ that
is generally not divergence-free is computed. This intermediate velocity is plugged inside the continuity
equation to construct a Poisson equation for pressure that is used to obtain a new pressure p that if inserted
inside the momentum equation delivers a divergence free velocity field. This two steps are repeated until
convergence.
6.4. The Reduced Order Model. Contrary to what was done in [47, 49] the reduced order model is
constructed in such a way to be completely consistent with the procedure used at the full order level.
In the previously mentioned works, the SIMPLE procedure used at the full order level was transformed
into a saddle point problem at the reduced order level. This operation was possible because geometrical
parametrization was not considered and therefore the reduced operators could be computed explicitly
after the offline stage using the reduced basis functions. In this case, since the interest is into geometrical
parametrization, and for a new value of the parameters a new mesh is constructed, the reduced order model
is based on a reduced version of the SIMPLE algorithm presented in the previous subsection. During the
online stage, the reduced operator are constructed on the deformed mesh using the methodology introduced
in § 4. For the construction of the reduced basis spaces we used a POD strategy, performed on an average
deformed configuration, on the snapshots matrices of the velocity and pressure fields in order to obtain
two separate set of reduced basis functions:
Lu = [ϕ
u
1 , . . . ,ϕ
u
Nur
], Lp = [ϕ
p
1, . . . ,ϕ
p
Npr
].(54)
We assume then that the velocity and the pressure fields can be approximated by:
u ≈ ur =
Nur∑
i=1
aui ϕ
u
i , p ≈ pr =
Npr∑
i=1
aui ϕ
p
i .(55)
As shown in the previous section the reduced basis spaces are generated using a modified version of the
mass matrix which is defined as the ensemble average of all the mass matrices obtained during the training
stage. In the case of a geometrically parametrized problem Equation 54 and Equation 55 can be rewritten
as:
Au(uk−1,µ)u = bu(µ, p), Ap(µ)p = bp(µ,u).(56)
The system matrices and the source terms of both the momentum and pressure equation are therefore
parameter dependent. In a reduced setting the SIMPLE algorithm can be rewritten following the procedure
of Algorithm 3. For sake of clearness in the algorithm the procedure is presented without additional
hyper-reduction but the offline and online part can be properly decoupled relying on the D-EIM procedure
shown for the heat transfer case. Therefore, during the online resolution only pointwise evaluation of
the discretized differential operators Au, Ap and source terms bu, bp are required. The same concept is
valid for the reconstruction part where it is required to reconstruct the solution u and p only in some
points of the domain identified by the magic points of the D-EIM algorithm. The spirit of the reduced
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Algorithm 3 THE Reduced SIMPLE algorithm
Input: Tentative value of the velocity and pressure coefficient vectors au0 and a
p
0, k = 1, tolerance tol,
res = tol + 1.
1: Reconstruct the first attempt full velocity and pressure fields: u0 = Lua
u
0 , p0 = Lpa
p
0,
2: while res > tol do
3: assemble reduced momentum equation Aru = L
T
uAu(uk−1,µ)Lu; b
r
u = L
T
u bu(µ, pk−1);
4: compute reduced velocity residual → ru = |Aruauk−1 − bru|;
5: solve Arua
u
k = b
r
u and reconstruct uk = Lua
u
k ;
6: assemble reduced pressure equation Arp = L
T
pAp(µ)Lp; b
r
p = L
T
p bp(µ,uk);
7: compute reduced pressure residual → rp = |Arpapk−1 − brp|;
8: solve Arpa
p
k = b
r
p and reconstruct pk = Lpa
p
k;
9: res = max(ru, rp), k = k + 1;
10: end while
algorithm introduced here is similar to the one introduced in [26] with the main difference that in the
mentioned reference the reduced order model is constructed only for the pressure equation and the velocity
is reconstructed a posteriori from the pressure field. In the present case we built instead a reduced order
model which considers both the velocity and pressure fields at the same time and that completely mimic
the full order SIMPLE algorithm.
6.5. Numerical results on a Geometrically parametrized incompressible flow problem. In this
section we present the numerical results for a geometrically parametrized incompressible Navier–Stokes
problem. The case involves the parametrized angle of attack on a wing airfoil. In this case, since the
focus is mainly the methodological development we decided not to introduce additional complexities given
by turbulence models and we focused indeed on relatively small Reynolds number without turbulence
modeling. The numerical test has been performed using only the RBF mesh motion strategy as introduced
in the previous numerical example. In this case 32 control points have been placed only on the moving
boundaries and their location is depicted in Figure 13. The kernel of the RBF interpolation is still given
by Gaussian functions with a radius dRBF = 1. In Figure 13 we report also the geometry of the problem
with the dimensions of the domain. The domain has a size of 474 along the x direction, 447 along the y
direction and the wing chord is equal to 35. The mesh counts 10720 hexahedral cells. The geometrically
parameter is given by the angle of attack that describes the rotation of the wing chord with respect to
the inflow velocity. The deformed geometries are obtained rotating the wind around its barycenter. The
training set Ktrain = {κitrain}Ntraini=1 ∈ [−10◦, 10◦] with Ntrain = 100 has been generated randomly inside
the parameter space. The testing set Ktest = {κitrain}Ntesti=1 ∈ [−9.5◦, 9.5◦] that has been used to verify
the accuracy of the ROM counts Ntest = 50 samples and has also been generated using a uniform random
distribution. In the full order simulations the convective term has been approximated using a second order
upwinding scheme while the diffusive terms has been discretized with a linear scheme with non-orthogonal
correction. The SIMPLE algorithm run with under relaxation for both velocity and pressure using the
relaxation factors αu = 0.7 and αp = 0.3. As mentioned in the previous section the reduced order model
has been constructed to be fully consistent with the SIMPLE procedure employed at the full order level.
Therefore the same under-relaxation factors are used also at the reduced order level. The velocity at the
inlet is set constant and equal to 1m/s. The kinematic viscosity is equal to ν = 0.1m2/s. In Figure 14
we show the convergence properties of the ROM changing the number of reduced basis functions used to
approximate both velocity and pressure while in Figure 15 we show a qualitative comparison between the
full order and reduced order velocity and pressure fields for two selected values inside the testing set. The
model produces accurate results for both velocity and pressure and more importantly it does not require
any additional stabilization which is typical of reduced order models for incompressible flows [49]. We
believe that this fact is a consequence of the SIMPLE algorithm that has been used also at the reduced
order level.
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Figure 14. The average of the L2 relative error norm of pressure and velocity fields. The
L2 norm of the relative error for both pressure and velocity is plotted against the number
of modes used for the reconstruction of the online solution.
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Figure 13. On the left we report a sketch of the mesh for the geometrically parametrized
wing problem and on the right we can observe the location of the 32 control points used
to solve the RBF mesh motion problem together with the main dimensions of the domain.
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Figure 15. Plots of the full order and reduced order velocity and pressure fields and of
the error between them for two selected extreme values inside the testing set (κ1α = −8.86◦,
κ2α = 7.19
◦). In the first and second row, from the left to the right, we report the FOM
velocity field, the ROM velocity field, the FOM pressure field and the ROM pressure field
for the first and second testing points respectively. In the third row, from the left to the
right, we report the velocity error for the first testing point, the velocity error for the
second testing point, the pressure error for the first testing point and the pressure error
for the second testing point.
7. Conclusions and future perspectives
In this work we presented a reduced order modeling strategy for geometrical parametrization starting
from a full order finite volume discretization. The methodology makes use of an ALE approach to analyze
all the possible parametrized configurations and of a modified inner product for the computation of the
correlation matrices used during the POD procedure. During the online stage, in order to ensure an
efficient Offline-Online decoupling we make extensive use of the discrete empirical interpolation method
at both matrix and vector level.
Different mesh motion strategies have been tested and compared. These are based on a Laplacian
smoothing approach and on a radial basis function approach. Both methodologies have been analyzed
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with and without non-orthogonality correction and their perspectives in view of model reduction purposes
have been deeply analyzed.
Both methodologies have been tested on a heat transfer problem and on an incompressible steady
Navier–Stokes setting providing accurate results and great computational gains. The radial basis function
approach proved to be more accurate in presence of large parametric geometrical variations.
As future perspectives it will be certainly interesting also to use the developed methodology to perform
shape optimization in computational fluid dynamic problems at higher Reynolds number [36] and to couple
the present approach to what developed in [22, 23] for turbulent flows.
Of interest is also to study the applicability of the method to deal with complex geometrical variations
arising from free form deformation algorithms.
Moreover, the interest is also into studying FSI transient problem, to deal with parametric interfaces.
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